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EDITORIAL
As the new editor of Sudan Studies, I suppose that I ought to
introduce myself. I joined the staff of Khartoum University in 1955
and served there for nearly 6 years. Since then, until I retired in
1997, I was on the staff of University of Wales Swansea, but
managed to revisit Sudan on very many occasions for teaching,
and in connection with a whole series of research projects.
With regard to Sudan Studies, I hope that I will be able to maintain
the quality of production achieved by Justin Willis. However, I
shall not be able to produce two issues a year unless I have your
support. Sudan Studies wishes to be a more general publication
about the Sudan and does not want to publish only academic
papers. Items of more general interest are more than welcome.
Please let me have reports on social and similar events concerning
the Sudanese community residing in Britain (and elsewhere). I am
also anxious to have contributions from the Sudan for publication.
So please, let me have offerings! Without suitable material to
publish I cannot give members two issues a year.
2006 was notable for the 7th International Sudan Studies
Conference held in Bergen, Norway. There were many very
interesting papers presented there. I should like to publish some
more of these. Two appear in this issue. The first is about the
problem of language in a society where many different ones are
spoken, and the second is related, being concerned with cultural
diversity at Independence and the task of creating a genuine
Sudanese identity. The author of the first, Al-Sadig Yahya
Abdalla, is an Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Arts of
Khartoum University, but is currently on secondment to AIMajma'ah Community College, King Saud University in Saudi
Arabia. The other paper (by the Editor!) is based upon the results
of Sudan's First Census of 1955-56 with the mapping of which the
author was very much involved.

However, the first paper in this issue, by Mary Keenan, is very
different. It spans the years from the Condominium of the 1930s
through to 2007. It is a snapshot from two fascinating diaries of a
botanical expedition to the Sudan in 1933-34, of their discovery
and of the intrepid and painstaking investigation of their contents,
by a descendant of one of the members. Mary visited the Sudan in
2007 to see some of the places referred to as they are to-day. Mary
shows herself to be a person of great determination and she is
currently looking for a publisher who can due justice not only to
the text but also to the many photographs taken by the expedition.
Those attending the Bergen Conference were presented with a
copy of Understanding the Crisis in Daifur: listening to Sudanese
voices. As the Darfur situation is still on-going, it seemed that a
book review would be in order. As it turned out I received two
reviews! In view of current interest I decided to take the unusual
step of printing both as they complement each other. May I also
draw your attention to the review of The Kenana Handbook of
Sudan. SSSUK members are offered a 25% discount off the
published price of £29-95 for this massive tome.
One of the items for discussion at our September Symposium and
AGM is the future direction for the SSSUK. To assist this you will
find a short statement by Andrew Wheeler for our consideration.
Do read this before coming to the Symposium. Members will
know that this is being held at SOAS on Saturday, 8 September
2007 starting at 9.45. We look forward to seeing as many as
possible of you at the meeting.

Finally, I express the hope that you will find the contents
interestingand look forwardto receivingany commentsupon the
changedformator anyotherrelevantmatters.
Jack Davies
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RETRACING FOOTSTEPS

KHARTOUM 1934 and 2007
Mary Keenan

On 26thFebruary 2007 a journey to Khartoum was made to
retrace a relative's footsteps. This article is the tale of that
journey, its beginnings,its reasons,and its linkswith the past. In
reality it is a tale of two journeys, 73 years apart, yet linked by
those who participated,the first never knowing of the second,
the second knowing of the first only through documents, but
both intricatelyand irrevocablylinkedby the passageof time.
THE DECIDINGMOMENT
The tale begins with bereavementin 1996, and the conscious
effort not to sink into depression. Instead of despair I enrolled
on photography courses and three years later determined to
continue with a degree. Then an injury kept me off work as a
school caretakerfor a third of that year, givingme time to think.
I felt lowed it to myselfto get in touch with my botanicalside
because,apartfroma lifelonginterestin paintinglandscapesand
identifying plants, everything I photographed was associated
with nature. In view of this I visited London's Natural History
MuseumArchivesto researchmy mother's maternalcousinwho
had been Head Keeper of the BotanyDepartmentof the British
Museum from 1956to 1966. I had never met my relative,and
as I got to know James Edgar Dandy the botanist,through the
archives,I discovereda diary,map and documentrelatingto an
expeditionhe had undertakenin 1933and 1934.
I read aboutthe CollectingExpedition,lookedat JamesDandy's
diary of the trek and the map of Sudan showinghis complete
itinerary and exclaimed to the acting archivist, "Oh Wow,
wouldn't it be great to redo his trek 70years later!" and then
immediately "Wellwhy not! But I need a biologydegreefirst to
give me credence!" The passion began - the deciding moment

thatchangedthedirectionofmylife.
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Instead of aiming for a photographydegree I changeddirection
and, with the financialhelp of a BodyformCareerAward 2000,
graduatedwith a BSc in ConservationBiologyin 2004.I retired
the same year and in anticipation of eventually retracing the
expeditionbeganto learnwrittenand spokenArabic.
THE RESEARCH
Throughoutthe degree studies I had continued to research the
expedition, initially using only Dandy's diary, and discovered
there were three men on the expedition.In Dandy's diary the
two other men were shown only as "M" and "S". After much
searchingboth were discovered.The expeditioncomprisedCecil
Graham Traquair Morison, lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry
and Rural Economy at Oxford University, as leader; Dunstan
Skilbeck,lecturer in Soil Scienceand Agricultureat the School
of Rural Economy,Oxford;and JamesEdgar Dandy,botanistat
the BritishMuseum,London.
By 2001, Skilbeck's daughter had been traced and she
wonderfullylent me her father's diary. Dandy's son was also
traced and while visitinghim in 2005 I was lent his father's set
of over 300 photographs.
Both diaries give hour-by-hourdetailed accounts of the whole
expedition,confirmingand complementingeach other so well.
Dandy's diary, the shorter of the two, is very factual with little
emotion, Skilbeck's diary adds colour, emotion, history, ideas
and thinking. It has been shown through primary-source
research that the informationin the diariesis accuratein content
and in detail. Dandy's diary covers a period of twenty weeks

from 1st December1933to 21st April 1934- Londonbackto

London; Skilbeck's diary begins on 21stDecemberat EI Obeid,
ending onboard SS Rajputana,on 16thApril, on the way home
to England.
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---By this time a vast amount of information had been gathered,
and the decision was made to turn the research into a book. One
of the last lines in Skilbeck's diary "... I will go back to that

hard hot land .., " presenteditself for the title ThatHardHot

Land.

Neither Skilbecknor Dandy went back - but 73 years later I
went back instead.
THE EXPEDITION 1933-34
The expeditionhad been organised by Morison to investigate
soil-vegetation relationships through regions of Sudan that
showed considerablevariationin rainfall, while maintainingthe
same order of temperature. Dandy's task was to make a
comprehensivecollectionof plants for the BritishMuseum,and
747 specimens,includinga numberof fungi, lichensand a moss
were taken back. Morison and Skilbeck collected numerous
monolith soil samples, which were later used for teaching
purposes.
No record has been found of Morison's expenditure, but
Skilbeckwas given a grant of £25 from Oxford,and the British
Museum gave Dandy up to £50 towards his expenditure,with
the provisionthat 15days of the expeditionweretaken as part of
his annualleave!
Dandy sailed on SS Mongolia from Tilbury on 1st December
1933, Morison and Skilbeck had made other arrangements,
boardingMongolia at Marseilles. Disembarkingat Port Sudan
on 15thDecember,they caught the train to Khartoum,arriving
the following day. Whilst in Khartoum Dandy stayed at the
house ofG. Aylmer,Conservatorof Forests and Woods,and he
and his wife showedDandythe localZoo, SuntForest and other
sights in and aroundKhartoum,Omdurmanand Shambat.
In Khartoum the full itinerary was arranged, with camping
equipment and suitable clothing bought from S. & S. Vanian
5

before the men travelled by rail to EI Obeid, where servants and
transport were organised. They were delayed for several days
because the original lorry was too small, but finally moved on
by car, and a larger lorry, to En Nahud, spending Christmas Day
with a group of big game hunters at Wad Banda Rest House.
Plant collecting began, before moving on to arrive at EI Fasher
on 27th December.

Travellingon through Zalingei, a donkey hamla (caravan) was
organised at Guldu for ten day's trek to Jebel Marra. Morison
did not accompany them, and Maxwell Keen, Resident at
Zalingeiguided the trek. From Guldu the hamla workedits way
up the mountain,eventuallyarriving at Nyuringya,home of the
Fur, whose customs Skilbeckdocumented. Set deep withinthe
mountainsit was one of a numberof villages in a green, fertile,
broad valley with its terraced cultivation and trees. A day's
climb, by mule and on foot, took Dandy and Skilbeck to the
summit of Jebel Do, collectingon the way, before returningto
Nyuringya for several more days. The men and donkey hamla
made their way down the mountain through deep cuttings of
pumicestoneand salt deposits,just wideenoughfor the donkeys
to pass. Arriving at Korunga, Skilbeck viewed the salt mines,
recordingthe salt extractionprocess more complicatedthan
simple evaporation. The men continued to the Deriba Lakes
within the large extinctvolcaniccrater,where they set up camp.
Dandy collected specimenswhile Skilbeckswam in the 'male'
lake with Keen. Within the crater there are two lakes. The
smaller,but deeper is referredto as the 'male' lake;the other as
the 'female'. From satelliteimageryit is clear that the 'female'
lake is smaller to-day than in 1934. Moving out of the crater,
the descenttook them to Kalokitting,where they were met with
motortransport,returningto EI Fasher for five days.Dandy had
collected about 200 plant specimens,a number of which were
new to the Jebel Marra areaand to Sudan.

-

From EI Fasher the men travelled back through Darfur to En
Nahud, and then motored through Kordofan Province to stay
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five days at Dilling, collecting specimens from Jebel Kurmitti,
Saraf Kalendi and the Mandai Jebels, before continuing to
Kadugli for eight days. The cotton ginnery, plantations and
experimental farm were visited a number of times, Skilbeck
recording extracts from Kadugli Agricultural Annual Reports,
and Dandy writing to Ramsbottom, head keeper of Botany at the
British Museum, detailing the experimental cotton being
transported from Kadugli, through EI Obeid on to Manchester.
The men motored to Berdab, Jebels Kacha and Kafina and other
Nuba Mountains before leaving Kordofan Province where
approximately 150 plant specimens had been collected, along
with a number of soil monolith samples.

By 5thFebruaryTalodi was reached, where it was 1100F (430
C) in the shade. The men stayed for three days, seeing the
Cotton Ginnery and collectingspecimensbefore moving on to
TongawhereFatherAccorsi,who spoke perfectShilluk,showed
them the Mission and nearby village. After meeting District
CommissionerMajor Titheringtonand his wife from Malakal,
who were on board Nile riverboatBeatrice for an official visit,
Dandy, Skilbeckand Morisonboardedthe Rejaf for their seven
days journey to Juba in the Mongalla Province of southern
Sudan. Among the passengers were a Swiss manufacturerof
celanese, the owner of Carlsberg Lager with her son, who
thought his mother dressed inappropriately,and a Princess of
Romaniawhose identitytook 6 years to find, with a number of
royal archiveseven declaringshe mustbe an impostor.I was not
convinced, eventually finding her true identity from German
archives. Other passengers were equally interesting,including
the Bishop of Croydon (who already knew Morison) and his
family on their way to Uganda, several missionarieson their
way to a Mission Conferenceat Juba, Mrs. Hunter,Dr. Parker
from Cumbria and John Orlebar, newly recruitedto the Sudan
Defence Force, in charge of troops and brick kilns, among
others.
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Arriving at Juba on 16thFebruary, the men were met by L F
Nalder, Governor of Mongalla Province, with whom Morison
stayed. Dandy and Skilbeck stayed at the Rest House where
they later entertained the Princess and Mrs. Hunter who was
awaitingthe arrivalof her husband,due by plane with geologist
G. W. Grabham.At Suleiman,just north of Juba, a number of
men from the Bari tribe caught about 70 polypterus fish for
Morison to send to the Zoology Department at Oxford
University.
The expedition moved on to Yei and then over the Belgian
Congo border to Aba, where the Chef de Paste, keen on
agriculture and on the economic survey of local timber, was
soon to join Major D. Logan Gray and Noah in agricultureat
Yei. Business partners Maynard and Davies showed the
expeditionmen round IwatokaPlantations.After seeingthe fruit
trees at Kagelu AgriculturalStation,Skilbecknoted the unusual
grafting techniqueused. BetweenYei and Juba a new road was
beingmade with long linesof men and a steamroller.
Dandy et al moved further west through Amadi where Orlebar
was in charge of the brick kilns there and also at Tali Post.
There were many Greek-owned shops throughout Sudan with
several at Maridi suq (market). At Ibba, due to the humidity,
Dandy rigged up lamps to dry the plants, and from timber on the
old bridge over the River Ibba he collected fungi specimens.
On 2nd March Morison left the expedition and returned to
Oxford to resume teaching duties.

At Yambio,Dandyfound Otteliaulvifaliain stagnantwaternear
to the place where SkilbeckboughtVirginia,a mongoose,which
was accidentally trodden on and killed by one of District
CommissionerWyld's servantsa few days later.Skilbeckstayed
with Major 1. W. G. Wyld, and Dandy stayed with Assistant
District CommissionerE D Arbuthnot.Majors Wyld and P M
Larkenwere the only senioradministratorsthe Districthadin 32
8
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years (Larken from 1918, and Wyld from 1931-50). This
stability was unique for the whole of British Africa. Larken was
given permission by the Governor General (usually against all
rules) to retire in the district, and lived near Tambura, close to
Yubo. The only other example was Major P G Maynard ofYei,
who was allowed to retire and grow coffee on a commercial
scale.

At Li Rangu Hospital the men met Dr. Woodman who
performed the minor operations there. The nearby C.M.S.
Missionand Schoolwere also looked over, and Skilbeck,when
visitingthe villageof Buma, arrangedwith ChiefJiriwoto join a
Bongohunt at Benderi,whichSkilbecklater describedin detail.
The men socialisedwith Woodman and Major Larken, and at
SourceYubo Skilbecknoted that "the Great drum ofYubo", as
he described it, was the same drum that Larken had used for
sending messages when D.C. at Yambio, and which was still
beingused by the messengerfor drummingcomplicated"calls".
[This drum has not yet been positivelyidentifiedbut there is a
possibilitythat this may be the huge drum that is now in the
Ethnographical Museum in Khartoum]. From Yubo the
expedition travelled through Tambura to Bo River Post, and
continued to Wau, where Dandy spent 5 days fishing in the
River Jur. The doctors in the area were experimentingand
researching into 'Sudan Blindness', with Cruickshank and
Bryant writing their MD theses on the subject. Skilbeck
contractedmalaria and was treated by Dr. Cochrane,and after
consultation with the doctor, Dandy decided to return to
Khartoumand await Skilbeckthere. Drivingto Meshra Er Req
with some of the servants,Dandy was in time to board Sudan
steamer Sir Reginald Wingate two days later. Skilbeck had
recoveredenoughafter threedaysto travelto Tonj, beforegoing
on to Rumbek. Travelling on towards Yirol, Skilbeck's party
was forced back to Rumbekby floodingon the road. Deciding
not to wait for the rains to stop, which may have been a week,
Skilbeck tried again, and he and the servants motored from
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Rumbekto Yirol and on to Shambeovernightfor more than 50
miles on the narrow, precarious and slippery, notorious Yirol
Ramp, being helped over the River Yei by the Dinkas,and with
the driver almostfalling asleep at the wheel of the lorry most of
the way. They finally arrived at Shambeat 12.30 am, with the
wind growinginto a screamingstormwith lightningand torrents
of rain as they waited until daylightto load the lorry onto post
boat Omdurman.
Travelling for seven days on the Nile to Khartoum, Skilbeck
finally met up with Dandy, both of them staying with Aylmer.
Several days later, Dandy and Skilbecktravelledon the train to
Wadi Haifa, on the first part of their journey home. Skilbeck
was desperatelysorry to be leavingand both he and Dandywere
very aware of how the experiencehad changedthem. Skilbeck's
diary ended on board SS "Rajputana", saying how vocally
active the children were. Dandy's diary ended at Victoria
Station, London, where his wife, Joyce, met him off the train,
beforereturningto Kew by taxi.
After reading both diaries I felt as though I too had accompanied
them on the expedition, and I too wanted to return.
PLANNING FOR KHARTOUM 2007

In addition to the two diaries, there is Dandy's field notebook,
the complete list of plants, details of soil monoliths,and over
300 photographsto be incorporatedinto the book, That Hard
Hot Land. Research material, mainly from primary sources i.e.
documents, letters, archival material and so forth, give
explanations of facts within the diaries, bring more
understandingto the namesof almost200 individuals,including
tribal chiefs, native officers, governors,district commissioners
and other government officials, botanists, entomologists,
doctors, missionaries,clerics,touristsand manyothers,to create
a botanical and historical book of an expeditionthat covereda
specificroute,duringa specificperiodin Sudan's history.
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It was not possibleto retrace the whole expeditionbut I knew I
had to go to KhartoumwhereDandy, Skilbeckand Morisonhad
stayed before and after the expedition.In order to completemy
researchbefore finalisingthe book I arrangedto visit Khartoum
from 26thFebruary to 12thMarch 2007, bookingthe flight and
Acropole Hotel in April 2006. Once these arrangementswere
made I visited Oxford in May 2006, gaining more information
about Morisonand Skilbeck,also photographingthe polypterus
fish, caught by the Bari tribe in the White Nile at Suleimanin
February 1934, now in three bottles darkenedwith age, in the
Vertebrate Collections at the Oxford University Museum of
Natural History. In December 2006, having resigning myself
that I might not be able to trace Morison's descendentsbefore
the book was completed,I was contactedby his great grandson,
but unfortunatelythere appears to be no diary and no trace of
Morison's films and photographs.
Arranging the visa for Sudan proved extremely difficult with
much conflictingadvice given,eventuallybeingtold to apply as
soon as possible,which I did, and my returnedpassportheld a 3
months visa which was out of date by Feb 2007. I was then
informed that another visa was not possible. After worried
phone calls and correspondenceI was finallyallowedto reapply
in January2007. Added to that my bank had no informationon
Sudan, and the travel agent had no previous record of anyone
going to Sudan. Not having flown before - except for a 10
minute flight in a bi-plane in 1954,and not having been out of
Britain before - except for 10 days in Paris with the Art School
in 1962, the two weeks in Khartoumwas a huge undertaking.
Living on a pension I had no resources or grants to fund
Khartoum,and so after the trip to Oxfordmy car was taken off
the road for a year, all personal expenditurecut to an absolute
minimum.All shirts and trousersto be worn in the hot climate
were made fromold cotton duvetcoversand my hat fToman old
linenjacket. Even so, the completetrip cost me about40% of a
year's income.
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Before travelling to Khartoum contacts were made with the
Curator of the Herbarium at the University of Khartoum, and
with the Chairmanof the Sudanese Associationfor Archiving
Knowledge(SUDAAK),with whom I had been put in touch by
Aileen Dodds-Parkershortly before her husband died. Mr and
Mrs Dodds-Parkerhad met the expeditionmen at En Nahud in
January 1934, where Dodds-Parkerhad been AssistantDistrict
Commissioner.
I was also given an introductionto visit the National Records
Office, Khartoum, by the Professor of Archaeology, Anwar
Osman, ftom the University of Bergen, which has links with
Khartoum. I had been unableto contactKhartoumdirectly,and
contactedBergen instead. It transpiredthat the newN.R.O.had
opened only two weeks before my trip, and Anwar had been in
Khartoum for the opening at the very time of my e-mailed
request for information.He immediatelyspoke to the Director
GeneralAli SalihKarar of the N.R.O.on my behalf.
KHARTOUM 2007
The stress, before leaving for Khartoum, was enormous. The
flight was fascinating, especially over the desert seeing what
appeared to be huge water irrigation circles, set in lines and
groups, but with no apparenttracksto them. Once in Khartoum,
and transportedto the hotel by taxi with three other guests, the
stress literallydroppedaway. I felt completelyrelaxed,the heat
agreed with me (up to 36° C), and I just loved Khartoum.The
Acropole Hotel had been chosen becausethey had e-mailedme
back frequently with answers to my many questions - they
helped me through the traumas of organising the necessary
foreign documentation and legislation including customs,
photography permit, police registration and Alien Office
registration.
In KhartoumI walkedeverywhereI could,with a bottleof water
in one hand, a map in the other, and a rucksack on my back.
People were so incredibly friendly, "Welcome, welcome,
12
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we/come to Sudan" was heard so many times. I shook hands
with so many people whose eye contact was remarkable, so
different from home in Britain. I felt safer walking round
Khartoum - even at night - than when I returned to England in a
small town in daylight in U K.

While in Khartoum Dandy had stayed at the house of Guy
Aylmer and his wife. Aylmer was Conservatorof Forests and
Woodswith the Ministryof Agricultureand Forests,and on 10th
March 2007 I visited that same Ministry - unannounced.
"I
know where that house is - come with me" and Ahmed Aziz,
Manager of P.R. and Media, took me in his car 2 kilometres
downthe very busy Jamia Streetto the HorticulturalNurseryat
Mogren. Aylmer's old house had been altered 50 years
previously,and the sapling from 1933 had grown into a large
tree and later cut down, but the stumpwas stilIthere, and I was
able to photograph Ahmed in front of the building from the
same spot as Dandy's photo. That was quite emotional,
especially as Ahmed also took a photo of me in front of the

building.He then droveus back to the Ministry,bade me a
warm farewell and immediatelywalked down the road to a
meeting. The zoo near to Aylmer's house, where Dandy had
photographed the whale-headedstorks, was now closed. The
Botanical Gardens at Mogren, near to where the zoo had been,
held a small selection of animals and birds. The rest of the
Gardens were colourful with stalls and balloons, with green
areas and old fairgroundrides, a huge trampoline,small cafes
and many seats and tables shadedbeneaththe trees. Dandyhad
visited the Sunt Forest, which was designated a wildlife
sanctuary in 1939 because of the variety of bird species. In
2007 the Sunt Forest has a soil embankmenton which many
traders sell baths, sinks, woodenornamentsand other hardware
at the side of the busy ring road that surroundsthe Sunt Forest
on three sides. It is now difficultto get into it due to the road
and embankmentalthoughI did climbthe bankwell away from
the traders and stepped into the fringes of the wood taking
photographs but going no further. I have since been reliably
I3
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informed that there is a path into the wood, which picnickers
use, further to the west near to the Nile.

Dandy had taken a number of photographsaround Khartoum,
and one of my aims was to locateand retake themall. This I did
over the two weeks, except for Kitchener's Statue now at
Kitchener Barracks, Chatham, Kent. In 1934 the statue had
stood on a high plinth in ITontof the GovernmentBuilding,
which is now the Ministry of Finance on Nile Avenue, and
surroundedby manypolice with guns.Many of the touristpolice
also had guns but I never felt threatenedby any of them and the
men usuallyrespondedto my greetingwith a smile and hello. I
was not allowed to take photographs though, even of the
spacious grass lawn where the statue had been. I did take
photographsof the EI Kabir Mosque,not far from the hotel, of
KhartoumRailway Station,the Kitchener Schoolof Medicine now calledUniversityof KhartoumFacultyof Medicineand, on
the other side of the road, the Lee Stack Memorial Research
Laboratories,which now appear to be unused. The street with
shops and arches,where trams had run'in 1934,was discovered
to be Barlaman Street where trams had been discontinuedin
1950's. All these places were within easy walking distance of
the hotel,and, again,it was emotionalto knowthat all the streets
I was walking had been walked by Dandy, especially as the
hotel was in the centre of what had been the original area of
Khartoum,which, over the last 10 or so years, has spreadvastly
to accommodatethe influxof peopleITomotherareas.
The Khalifa's House in Omdurmanwas the same on 3rdMarch
2007 as it was on 8thApril 1934,exceptthat the tree had grown
and buildingshad been erected nearby, and it was not apparent
ITomthe diaries that the Mahdi's Tomb was so very close-by.
The two white-robedgentlemen standing next to the house in
Dandy's photograph, had been replaced by 3 Tourism
Policemen,dressedin blue, sittingnext to their car.
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I also wanted to photographthe new NationalMuseum on Nile
Avenue, for the son and daughter of AnthonyJohn Arkell who
started Khartoum Museum in 1938. When G. W. Grabham
retired as Acting Conservatorof Antiquities, Arkell took over
from him as Commissionerfor Archaeology & Anthropology
(1938-1948), and his task as Commissioner was to set up
Khartoum Museum. It was originally housed in Gordon
Memorial College, now the Universityof Khartoum on Jamia
Street. Before travelling to Khartoum I had been put in touch
with Arkell's son and daughter,and they sent me a copyof their
mother's diary and other information.Tony Arkell and his wife
Dorothyhad socialisedwith Dandy, Skilbeckand Morisonat EI
Fasher,whereArkellwas DistrictCommissioner.
On a numberof daysI walkedto the University'sHerbarium,at
the Department of Botany on Jamia Street, searchingthrough
the well-used plant records, and discovered from the Curator,
Dr. Maha Kordofani,that there are no herbariumrecords from
1929to 1937,and that my book is muchneededto fill the gap in
their botanical/historical records. On returningto England I
learned that two of the studentshad been awardedthe MSc in
Plant Taxonomy,and one of the womenhad found a plant new
to Sudan. At the Universitymany examinations,especiallyin
the Sciences, are written in English even though it was not
always spoken or understoodvery well, Arabic being the first
languageof most students.
When visiting the chairman of SUDAAK, Ibrahim Moneim
Mansour, and his sons and associates, I discovered that
Ibrahim's father, Abdulsalam,was the Native Officer who had
met Dandy in EI Fasher in January 1934. On my return to
EnglandMohamedMansourwrote "... Theworkyou're doingis
of great historical,moral and sentimentalvalue thatpreserves
and delivers what was there to those who are here now and
those whom will come on.

All the appreciation and respects and we shall carry on
communicating

with you. "
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There were no tourists at the Acropole Hotel, only working
guests, and Australian Max Riley was astonished to discover
that his uncle had met Dandy and co. on the River Nile boat
Rejaf in February 1934. Rev. Arthur Riley and his wife were
missionaries on their way to the Mission Conference at Juba
(1Sth- 18thFebruary), along with Bishop Woods, Archdeacon
Shaw, Governor Nalder and others as confirmed by the
Conference Minutes. To meet two people in the same week,
fromdifferentcontinents,whoserelativeshad met my relative in
1934was almostunbelievable,and Max evenhad the notes from
his uncle's diarywith him. Billions-to-onechancesurely!
Also on boardRejaf had been a Dr. Parker,an elderlyman from
Kendal, Cumbria,who had paid 1 shilling for a pair of white
canvas, rubber soled Bata shoes when he was in Khartoum.
Bata's shoe shop had recently been on Jamhuriya Street, but
unfortunatelyI couldnot find it.
While looking for Bata I found The Sudan Cotton Co. Ltd.,
where the FinancialManagerimmediatelymade an appointment
to see me. The followingday he spoke to me for about 2 hours
and then walked down Barlaman Street showing me the wild
cotton plants with yellow flowers and small balls of cotton
seeds, he also showed me the niem and mesquite trees in the
vicinity. Dandy and Aylmer had planted mesquite saplings
around the KhartoumFoot Fox Houndscompoundin Khartoum
in April 1934. Unfortunately,its whereaboutswas not known,
but had probablybeen close to Aylmer's house at Mogren. The
Manager of Research at The Sudan CottonCo. had arrangedto
attend the InternationalCottonConferenceat Liverpoolin April
2007 and I arrangedto meet up with her there.
Before travelling to Khartoum I had tried to get in touch with
the UniversityLibrary and other Faculties, but to no avail. I
visited the Library and discovered that no one spoke English,
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and even though I had attempted to learn Arabic, the bit I knew
was useless in reality.
I WILL BE BACK

My research is almost at an end, and then begins the task of
searchingfor a suitablepublisher,one who would do justice to
Dandy's many,good quality,sepia photographs.Learning
SudanesecolloquialArabic is definitely on my "must do" list.
Once the book is published copies will be taken back to
Khartoum for the people who so kindly assisted me, and gave
their time and hospitalityso freely and wonderfully.My time in
Khartoumwas productive,inspiring,spirituallyuplifting and so
very enjoyable.
I usually love quiet, green, peaceful meadows and walking by
canals and rivers; but Khartoumwas full of potholes,building
rubble, cars, noise, heat, sand and millionsof people. Someone
said to me at the hotel "Youeither love Khartoumoryou hate it

-

- there is no in between". My heart is still there I love it! I will
be back.
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ON THE RELEVANCE OF LINGUISTICS
TO THE COMMUNICATIVE NEEDS OF THE SUDANESE
COMMUNITY
AI-Sadig Yahya Abdalla

INTRODUCTION:
Sudan is a multi-ethnic and therefore a multi-lingual country.
Linguistics research reveals that there over a hundred different
languages used across the country alongside certain forms of
Arabic which act as lingua-franca. It is also a fact that Sudanese
people with different ethnic, regional and even social backgrounds
tend to speak varieties of Arabic that can sometimes cause
communication problems due to the acute linguistic differences
inherent in them.
For historical and religious reasons Arabic has become the
country's official language, particularly in the northern regions,
which are classified as Islamic in religion. Since the Islamic
religion has been revealed and mainly spread through Arabic,
Arabic became the official language of all the Islamic states
founded in this part of Affica a long time before their incorporation
into the modem Sudan. This linguistic fact was true even for those
Islamic States that were established by non-Arabian ethnicities
including the Fur and Masalit Sultanates of western Sudan.
Historical documents attest that official correspondence was
carried out in standard classical Arabic. However, this carries no
implication for the form of Arabic used in everyday
communication. It is possible to argue that these varieties were,
and still are, hard to understand for speakers of other varieties in
other parts of the country.
Linguists report that the regional and social dialects of a given
language tend to form a kind of dialect continuum, whereby a
chain of similarity connects all the dialects included in the
18
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continuum, with those at the extremes being linguistically the most
dissimilar (Trudgill1974). The difference among Sudanese Arabic
dialects hardly fit this continuum at least as far as the extremes are
concerned. For example, central Sudan is the closest region to
Kordofan, but reports and observations show that some
Kordofanian Baggara dialects are hardly intelligible to the users of
the same language in the former region. Another example to show
that this can be so can be illustrated by the linguistic situation in
the national capital. Here, speakers with different ethnic
backgrounds hardly communicate successfully unless a kind of
compromise is reached, i.e. it is observed that enquirers need to
adopt certain forms of the other dialects to have their message
communicated . In most cases, those who do not speak Arabic
natively make the compromise. Miller and Abu Manga (1992)
maintain that "the variety of Arabic used by the migrants (who are
mainly non-native speakers of the language) will not only reflect
their degree of Arabicisation but also their willingness to
approximate standard norms " In the Sudanese context the
norms are set by those who speak Arabic natively.
This paper is an attempt to evaluate the relevance of Sudanese
linguistics education to the immediate communication needs of the
Sudanese speech community. These communication needs are
given rise by the ethnic interface taking place in public official and
non-official contexts. Needless to say, it is the official context that
calls for urgent efforts on the part of Sudanese linguists to address
the possible breakdowns, especially when communication takes
place in situations that relate to people's natural rights such as in
educational, medical and legal situations.
LINGUISTICS EDUCATION IN SUDAN
Linguistics seems to be the least popular academic subject in
Sudan owing to a lack of awareness among policy makers of the
role it can play in people's lives. Unfortunately, linguistics also
suffers from a number of other drawbacks in the Sudan. First and
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most importantly, there are only two higher education institutions
that are devoted to the study of linguistics, Khartoum University's
Department of Linguistics and the Department of Sudanese and
Afiican Languages, despite the country's acute multilingualism.
Secondly, courses pertaining to linguistics are often incorporated
into the syllabi for language courses giving little time for linguistic
study. Thirdly, most linguistic courses seem to follow traditions
whose prime source of information is English structure with only
minor consideration of other world languages. It must be admitted
that this kind of training could not answer questions relating to the
language problems in Sudan.
Whilst the training in linguistics in the University of Khartoum's
relevant departments may have contributed positively to raising
language awareness among its graduates, the question that has to
be posed in this connection is the extent to which these
departments have addressed the language problem in Sudan on the
language use level. More specifically, have Sudanese linguistics
addressed the communication needs of the Sudanese community?
Despite the good work that these departments have been playing in

spreading linguistic education and research in the Sudan, they have
inevitably run up against crippling academic problems as far as the
linguistic problem being addressed here. A great deal of course
material centres on theoretical linguistics which has nothing to do
with the Sudanese language problem, and is therefore irrelevant to
the communication needs of the Sudanese communities.
Additionally, the linguistics syllabus bears a great resemblance to
the English language syllabus, especially in courses pertaining to
phonology, syntax and semantics which are often taught by the
same professors :f.Tom
the two departments.
The fact that the Sudanese academic community is still unaware of
the importance of linguistics seems to have negatively influenced
enrolment in the Linguistics Department. Over the years not many
candidates have enrolled in it and as a result it has become an
20
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understaffed department in the Faculty of Arts. All these factors it
can be argued contribute to the weakness of linguistic training in
the country and to the continuing neglect of the Sudanese language
problem.
The Department of Sudanese and African Languages is concerned
with postgraduate research in these fields and does not provide
undergraduate training. It offers a postgraduate Diploma but the
time available does not allow for any concentration on the true
complexity of the Sudanese language situation. The Department is
also constrained by the fact that there is only one Department in
the country providing linguistics graduates and so in its courses it
has to provide basic linguistics training for many of its
postgraduate students.
It goes almost with out saying that Sudanese linguistics' education
could be improved if some simple steps could have been taken.
One such would be for all the units offering linguistics study to be
integrated together. The author of this paper is of the view that
both the Linguistics and the Sudanese and African Language
Departments need to be incorporated into one academic body
within the framework of the Faculty of Arts as this would allow it
to provide undergraduate and postgraduate linguistic training. Until
this comes about some steps have to be taken to integrate their
syllabi so that candidates can be prepared to undertake
postgraduate research on Sudanese linguistics provided that major
modifications are introduced into the Linguistics Department
syllabus to include more courses on Sudanese linguistics.
SUDANESE COMMUNICA nON NEEDS
It has been shown above that Sudanese linguistics education seems

to centre upon levels of linguistic analysis as well as on sociolinguistics. This paper draws on the claim that no attempt has so
far been made to apply linguistics to the immediate communication
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needs of the Sudanese community at public service department
level concerning such fields as education, health, courts of law etc.
Given the fact that a certain level of proficiency in Arabic is
needed in order for the individual to function properly as a member
of the Sudanese community at large, and given the fact that
varieties of Sudanese Arabic can sometimes be hardly intelligible
when judged against what has become known as Sudanese
Standard Arabic certain institutionalized procedures would be
needed to facilitate communication between members of the
Sudanese community in general, and between public service
officials when citizens require that service in particular. This is
particularly the case in relation to education, health care and legal
issues. Now follows an explanation of the kinds of situations
involving linguistics that these three fields can experience.
Linguistics and Education
Oaks (1998) points out that recent developments in the study of
socio-linguistics and discourse analysis have significantly
benefited classroom discourse. Writing about the American multiracial community Oaks demonstrates the relevance of linguistics in
relation to education as the American educational system struggles
to "accommodate the many different cultures and backgrounds" of
the students within its framework. Minorities in the USA have
gone so far as to guarantee legal enforcement of their children's
educational rights, in a situation where teachers were underscoring children's work simply because they used varieties of
English which were different from those of the teachers. Oaks
reports that in 1979 a court judge in Detroit ruled that the school
system in Ann Arbor, Michigan, "needed to be more
accommodating in its treatment of children who spoke black
English". This judgement was reached in response to parents'
complaints that their children "were prematurely labeled as
deficient because of inaccurate views by teachers toward the
children's dialect".
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At the national level in the Sudan the use of Arabic as the medium
of instruction can have negative consequences for the school
achievement of those who do not speak Arabic natively. Sudan as
an Arab country is a political issue, and must not detract from the
fact that many Sudanese ethnic groups monolingually speak other
indigenous Sudanese languages. It is a fact must be accommodated
within the educational system. Unless this is considered and
incorporated then the educational system will remain biased in
favour of those who speak Arabic natively.
The author of this paper was involved in lengthy discussions at EI
Fasher University on whether or not students should be penalized
for expressing masculine concepts in feminine terms and viceversa, a linguistic feature characterizing the Arabic variety spoken
by the majority of people in North Darfur State. Specifically,
lecturers in such areas as geography, chemistry and botany etc
were profoundly upset at these deviant language forms that appear
in students' essays and laboratory reports. An alternative point of
view was that lecturers should not over-emphasise in their
assessment of the students' performance the language structure,
which is, of course, outside the lecture's area of expertise. Whilst it
is true that university students should show improved linguistic
competence during their university years of study, albeit they are
not there to get degrees in Arabic. Moreover, since the students
had shown competence in presenting the information required by
the assignments, they should not be under-rated for matters that
had not been part of their training.
A similar case in the literature is Bernstein's distinction between
elaborated code and restricted code as reported by Trudgill (1973).
Other things being equal, the elaborated code is used by middle
class members and is employed in educational settings. By
contrast, the restricted code is used in informal settings by the
working class members of English society. Thus, since working
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class children have no access to the elaborated code, they are not
able to rise to the expectations of their teachers and would,
therefore, suffer educationally. However, teachers are
recommended not to base their evaluation of a pupil's performance
on the use or non-use of the elaborated code. Unfortunately, no
such similar official recommendation has been made in the case of
EI Fasher University, and the issue lies wholly within the teacher's
subjective judgement.
Linguistics and Health Services
Linguistics can be of benefit effectively in medical contexts in
Sudan. Namely, it can resolve communication problems that might
happen at health care centres between the medical staff and their
patients, for it has been shown above that there are Sudanese
groups who either speak Sudanese languages monolingually or
speak Arabic varieties that can cause communication breakdown
with speakers of other varieties of the same language. Since
medical staff have not received any linguistic training, it is likely
that they will have communication problems with those patients
who are unfamiliar with Sudanese Standard Arabic.
Of course medical staff can hardly be blamed for their lack of
awareness of this aspect of the Sudanese language problem, though
self-education and readings in linguistics can help them achieve a
more successful negotiation of the medical cases before them. In
fact, medical language whether in Arabic or English tends to be
unintelligible even to speakers of Arabic as a first language. This
no doubt aggravates communication problems in the medical
context if the medical staff have insisted on using Sudanese
Standard Arabic when talking to their patients. The fact that this
problem has not been addressed by medical and linguistic research
does not mean that the problem does not exist.
In the medical field Oakes (1998) suggests that the application of
linguistics is concerned with "the study of communication
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strategies among care givers and their patients". He argues that
"breakdowns in communication can have serious consequences in
the medical profession because it is through language that
a
doctor acquires much of the information he or she may need in
making the proper diagnosis and treatment". Therefore, such
linguistic theories as discourse analysis, ethnography of
communication and cross-cultural communication can help to find
solid grounds for successful communication between doctors and
patients.
Diaz-Duque (1998) studied such barriers to communication
between doctors and patients and between staff in the University of
Iowa's Hospitals and Clinics in the USA. Among the people
requiring medical services were monolingual Spanish speakers.
Diaz-Duque reports that these Hispanic communities were
culturally isolated. Because some doctors were bi-lingual some
patients were referred to them as this was one way to facilitate
communication. However, since communication problems
involved other hospital staff with no knowledge of Spanish, such
as "the hospital switchboard, scheduling, registration and
insurance clerks, receptionists, nurses, technicians, social workers
and pharmacists", interpreters and translators had to be employed
by the hospital's Social Department. Thus, 'a language bank' was
established with 70 freelance interpreters using 25 different
languages.
Diaz-Duque made a number of observations concerning the work
of interpreters. First, "the patient may withdraw from the
communication process if giventhe impressionthattheirspeechis
socially inferior to that of the interpreter or healthcare provider".
Second, communication might breakdown if the interpreter has
used "a more formal register than that of the patient'. She also
recommended that for such services to be effective, "interpreters
must be sensitive to socia-linguistic and sociological differences
between patients and health care providers". She went on to
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recommend that interpreters must be faithful to the patient's
register and language variety.
Her study illustrates the fact that linguistics can be as important as
the very medical service that patients seek at hospitals. For, if the
medical decision has not been properly negotiated between the
medical staff and their patients, the health problem of the patients
will worsen. The absence of such linguistic service in Sudanese
hospitals, it could be argued, has led to miscommunication. It is
true that such communication failures could not be accessed
through hospital records, but systematic research among medical
staff and patients could help decide whether or not such
communication problems have existed.

Linguisticsand the Law
Register analysis shows that the legal text is a most complex
written genre. Linguisticallyspeaking,this textual complexityis
associated with the use of long, rarely punctuated sentences, which
are grammatically complex. The complexity inherent in legal texts
makes it difficult, if not impossible, even for the educated elite
outside the law profession, to grasp. According to Crystal and Daly
(1966) the reason given this tendency in the structure of legal texts
is to avoid ambiguity.
However, the linguistic data incorporated in a legal text can be
sometimes misleading and may result in violating the rights of
those involved in the legal case. For instance, Labov (1998) reports
a legal dispute between a steel company and its black workers. The
company was about to pay the workers compensation and the
situation was to be resolved providing the workers withdrew their
case. However, the workers' legal advisors felt that the company's
letter to settle the case was biased in favour of accepting the
payment and against pursuing it. Being knowledgeable about
dialectology, Professor William Labov was asked to examine the
company's letter for "comprehensibility and objectivity". Labov
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and his associates concluded that "where the document was
comprehensible, it was not objective, and where it was objective it
was not comprehensible", resulting ffom the intentional inclusion
of biased linguistic elements. The letter was written in such a way
that it expressed the writer's "own way of looking at things" so that
the "steel workers should take the money and run". Labov's
linguistic testimony was convincing to the court of law, and helped
it to reach a result more in favour of the steel workers.
This legal case demonstrates the central role that linguistics can
play in arriving at a judgement. The court had resorted to Professor
Labov because it felt that there might be some linguistic ambiguity
hidden somewhere in the company's letter. The court could not
have made a judgement to its own satisfaction without Labov's
linguistic expertise. The company's letter was a legal document
drafted by the company's attorneys. Linguistics played a part in
exposing the company's hidden intentions. Other things being
equal, Labov's study was one about how linguistic style could
sometimes be composed in such a biased way as to violate the
rights of individuals or groups. As members of a black community
and, therefore, speakers of black English vernaculars, the steel
workers could not have deciphered what they had been given to
sign if the court of law had not resorted to Labov's linguistic
expertise.
Linguistics can also be employed to incriminate defendants in a
court of law. Eagleson (1998) reports a police case involving a
husband in Sydney, Australia. He killed his wife and told the
police that she had run away with another man, leaving behind a
six-page farewell letter to the children. Lest the police should
doubt the authorship of the letter - which was finally proved to be
composed by him - the husband typed the letter on their home
typewriter. The police requested the linguistic expertise of
Eagleson and his associates to investigate whether or not the letter
had been written by the deceased wife. Eagleson and his associates
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compared the farewell letter with other writings of the husband and
the wife with respect to spelling, grammar, morphology, syntax
and punctuation. They concluded that "there were many
significant differences between the language of the farewell letter
and the language of the wife's document'. By contrast they were
able to identify "many strong similarities between the language of
the farewell letter and the language of texts composed by the
husband'. Thus, when faced with these linguistic facts the husband
confessed that he had committed the crime and had composed the
farewell letter to evade accusation and punishment.

Having reported on the relevance of linguistics to the legal
business, two points need to be made about such relationships in
the Sudanese context. First, in general Sudanese legal transactions
are negotiated in classical Arabic, at least when referring to legal
texts, or in Sudanese Standard Arabic. In both cases the Arabic
legal language tends to be unintelligible even to those whose
mother tongue is Arabic, let alone the ones who use it as a second
language. Whilst it is true, that judges and solicitors can advise the
citizen on the right thing to do, such advice remains on the legal
information level. Thus, since members of the legal institutions
have not received proper linguistic training, there would be a
number of legal issues that they may take for granted but could
have been handled differently by linguists. Secondly, as the
university academic course syllabi for both law and linguistics
show no relationship between the two fields, this indicates further
that no such relationship could have existed outside the academic
arena. If this claim is correct, then it is unlikely that Sudanese law
institutions would resort to the Sudanese professional linguist for
advice on legal linguistic issues.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Some linguists have recently moved from the study of such
subjects as phonology, syntax and socio-linguistics, to the
application of these linguistic branches and others to the immediate
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life needs of people. Oaks has edited a book (Oaks, 1998) that
comprises works resulting from the application of linguistics to all
aspects of human life. These works have proved that linguistic
communication lies at the centre of all human activities, and that
language evidence can often facilitate the resolution of many
problems pertaining to these activities. This paper has argued that,
being a multi-ethnic and multi-lingual country, Sudan can be a
possible example of a country with a variety of communication
problems owing to two factors. First, many Sudanese people speak
Sudanese languages monolingually. Second, very many Sudanese
groups speak Arabic varieties that are unfamiliar to those speaking
Sudanese Standard Arabic - a Sudanese Arabic variety that is
largely associated with institutions offering public services. This
paper has further argued that dialetical differences in these public
arenas can result in miscommunication that is likely to put service
enquirers at a disadvantage, particularly if they fail to compromise
with Sudanese Standard Arabic.
Given that Sudanese linguistic education does not seem to have
addressed the needs of Sudanese people, this paper recommends as
follows:
Sudanese undergraduate and postgraduate linguistic
education needs to be integrated together
Major modifications need to be introduced into Sudanese
linguistic syllabi so that more emphasis can be placed on
Sudanese linguistics
Special programmes are required to increase language
awareness among staff of public institutions to facilitate
communication with an audience of varied regional, social
and linguistic backgrounds
Linguistic specialists and interpreters are needed to help
public service speakers who do not understand Sudanese
Standard Arabic.
The Sudanese language problem can hardly be
satisfactorily addressed by the present academic
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institutions, and so independent Centres are required to be
solely concerned with Sudanese linguistics
Linguistic research should be conducted in all public
service departments to diagnose the nature of the
communications problems that might occur between
government officials and the public.
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY
IN THE SUDAN AT INDEPENDENCE
Jack Davies

INTRODUCTION:
In January 2006 Sudan celebrated 50 years of independence.
Unfortunately,muchof this periodhas been typifiedby internalstrife,
most notably by a long-runningcivil war between South and North,
and more recentlyin Darfur and the Red Sea Hills. It is very easy to
be critical of all that has happened.In fairness,it is necessaryto look
at the situation in 1956to appreciatethe proliferationof differences
betweenthe variousparts of the countryas it becameindependent.As
the largest country in Africa, Sudan has a wide range of
environmentalconditionsvaryingfromabsolutedesertat the Egyptian
border where it seldom rains, to the Ugandan border with subEquatorial forest where some rain can be expected to fall in any
month of the year. So, people have a wide range of environmental
conditionsto contendwith and to which there has been a wide range
of responses leading to different ways of life and subsistence both
sedentary or migratory, different types of settlement and house
structure, different subsistencefoods and their preparationand from
these differences come many different forms of social organisation
and a varietyof beliefsystems.In conditionsof relativeisolation,as in
many parts of the Sudan,prejudicesand fears of the unknowncould
flourish.The task of creatinga Sudaneseidentitywas dauntingon this
basis.
Wide environmental differences by themselves create diversity
through the varied possibleresponsesthat peoplecan make. In 1956,
there were rural societies whose subsistence was based upon
irrigation, rainfed agriculture, or pastoralism. In turn, these were
further divided into indigenoussystemsof irrigationbased upon the
sagia and shadouf as alongthe northernNile or upon flood irrigation
as in the Gash and Tokar Deltas.Modem systemsof irrigationvaried
from small pump schemes, many along the Niles, to the large scale
gravity irrigated Gezira using Blue Nile water. Within most of these
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groupsthere were varyingdegreesof commercialisation.Withrainfed
agriculture there were distinct areas well suited to dura (sorghum)
whilst others were more suited to dukhn (bulrush millet). By 1955,
1,000differentvarietiesof dura had been identifiedin Sudan.Again
some areas, such as around Gedaref, were geared to commercial
rather than subsistenceproduction,and in the Nuba Mountains and
Equatoria there was commercialproductionof rainfed cotton. In the
south,especiallyin Equatoriaand partsof Bahr el Ghazal,agriculture
was of the garden type with a wide range of inter-croppingand here
too there were commercialplantationsfor coffee, tobacco, oil palm
and forest products. With pastoralism,animal owning varied from
small numbers of animals kept by sedentarycultivators,to short and
long distancenomads,often specialisingin camelsor cattle according
to environmentalconditions.There were also the specialisedlivestock
systemsdevised by the inhabitantsdependingupon the floodedlands
in the Suddregion.
THE FIRST SUDAN CENSUS, 1955-56:
Sudan's first census gives further insight into the cultural diversity of
the Sudan at this time. Regular censuses have been held since
independence and these have all asked the standard questions used by
countries the world over, but the Sudan's First Census held between
May 1955 and June 1956 was different from the others in that it asked
some cultural questions that have since been avoided, relating to tribal
allegiance and language spoken at home. Taking the census was not
without incident as several enumerators lost their lives in Equatoria.

Numbers:
The First Census gave Sudan a total populationof 10.25millionwith
roughly equal numbers of males and females. The six northern
Provinces (Figure 1) comprising Blue Nile, Darfur, Kassala,
Khartoum,Kordofanand Northerncontainednearly7.5 millionwhilst
the three southern provincesof Bahr el Ghazal,Equatoriaand Upper
Nile had between them 2.75 million inhabitants,suggestingthat the
north contained73% of the total populationand the southonly27%.If
all foreigners, includingWest Africans, are excludedfromthe count
the total Sudanese population comes down to 9.6 million and the
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north's share to 67%.

The census figures suggest that the population as a whole was
increasingby 3.3% per year. The differencesin birth and death rates
between the southern and northern provinces were, however, very
marked(Table 1).From these figures it is clear that the populationof
the south was increasingat a much faster rate than that of the north.
The release by the Census Office of these figures caused a
considerablestir at the time with somewild suggestionsthat the south
would one day 'swamp' the north. The very high death rates for the
south, double those of the north, suggest a considerabledisparity in
medicalprovision.
1955

Table 1: Birth and Death Rates (per 000)

Birth Rates

Death Rates

Difference
between
Birth & Death
Rates

North

44

15

29

South

69

29

40

Mode of Life and Educational Attainment:
The First Census classifiedpeopleas either urban or rural with urban
areas returned as either Urban Large or Urban Small and rural
dwellersas eitherRuralSedentaryor RuralNomadic(Table2). There
were 68 townsof which 7 were classifiedas UrbanLarge(Khartoum,
KhartoumNorth,Omdurman,Port Sudan,EI Obeid,WadMedaniand
Atbara), all of which were in northern Sudan. Juba was the largest
town in the south and, at 10,670, the only southern town with a
population exceeding 10,000. Some of the Urban Small were very
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small indeed with three in the South(Katire, Meridi and Yei) having
less than 1,000 inhabitants. 8% of the country's population was
recorded as urban, divided equallybetween UrbanLarge and Urban
Small. Unsurprisingly,KhartoumProvince(with51%)had the highest
rate living in urban areas. In fact, the 'Three Towns' (Khartoum,
KhartoumNorth and Omdurman)had 30% of the country'stotal urban
population. The least urbanised province was Upper Nile with only
1%.
Table 2: Mode of Living (number of persons (000»
1955
SUDAN
Bahr

Ghazal
BlueNile
Darfur
Equatoria

Kassala
Khartoum
Kordofan
Northern
Upper Nile

Total
10263
el 991

UL
430

-

2070
1329
903

48

941
505
1762
873
889

48
246
52
36

UL = urban large
US = urban small

-

-

US
424

RS
8023

17

974

-

96
54
22

1781
1010
881

145
265

101
9
63
52

290
197
1293
718

502
53
354
67

10

879

RN
1386

-

RS = rural sedentary
RN = rural nomadic

92% of the population lived in rural areas and they were generally
thinly and fairly evenly spread over the country with population
densities of less than 30 persons per square kilometre.There were a
few areas of denser rural population,the most notable being in the
Gezira and along the Nile in Northern Province where the figures
exceeded 50 persons per square kilometre.With the concentrationof
population in the small area of Khartoum Province, the centre of
political power, and the Gezira with its importanceto the Sudan
economy, there was the danger that this part of the country would
become over dominant to the detriment,and jealousy, of other parts
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which might consider themselves to have been marginalised. There is
little doubt that the people of Darfur, the Red Sea Hills and the South
have felt this way.

This fear was compounded by the figures for adult educational
attainment (Table 3). In only 3 Provinces (Darfur, Khartoum and
Northern) did more than a third of adult males ever attend school.
Khartoumhad the best resultsby far, with more than a half of its adult
males having attended school. The lowest figures were for Bahr el
Ghazal and Upper Nile with only 3% and 2% respectively. The
figures for adult female school attendance throughout the country
were extremelylow. Most of the men and women that had reached
Secondary or Above were to be found in Khartoum Province with
8.5%of malesand 2.2% of females,manyof whomwere ex-patriates.
Table 3: Adult Educational attainment (% by Province)
1955

No school

Secondaryand above

Male

Female

Male

Female

71
65
77
49
88
66

96
99
96
87
99
98

0.5
0.1
0.4
8.5
0.2
1.2

0.1
0.0
0.1
2.2
0.0
0.2

97

99

0.1

0.0

UDDerNile

85
98

95
100

0.2
0.1

0.0
0.0

SUDAN

78

97

0.8

0.1

Northern
Sudan
Blue Nile
Darfur
Kassala
Khartoum
Kordofan
Northern
Southern
Sudan
Bahr
el
Ghazal
Equatoria
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Nomadism:
The census recorded 14% of the population as Rural Nomadic and
78% as Rural Sedentary.The 14%nomadicis a grossunderstatement
as by definition none of the peoples involved in movementsaround
the southernmarshesas welI as manysmaHeranimalbasedmigratory
movements in the north were included in the classification.It was
later estimated that up to 40% of the population were in practice
involved in seasonal migrations.In spite of the very tight definition
given to enumerators, some areas turned out to have very large
numbersof nomads.The highestfiguresby Provincewere for Kassala
which had nearly 40% of aH the nomads in the Sudan. Here 0.5
miIIionout of a populationof 941,000(53%) were recordedas Rural
Nomadic. The other main concentrationswere in Kordofan(502,000)
and Damu (265,000). In each of these three Provinces there were
parts where more than 75% were recorded as RuralNomadic(Figure
2). SuccessiveSudanadministrationshave considerednomadismto be
an anachronistic way of life and have sought to discourage it. In
practical terms it can lead to disputesbetween cultivatorand nomad
associated with cultural contempt and crop destruction unless
carefuHycontroHed.
TribalGroups:
It may be asked, what is a 'tribe'? Perhaps a better description is
'cultural group'. The census authoritiesidentified 597 tribes in the
Sudan. In size, they varied from only a handful of members to
hundreds of thousandsand feH into 56 distincttribal groups.For the
purposes of final classificationin the census reports these 56 were
further condensed into 8 major groups. Of these the 3 identified in
Northern Sudan were relativelystraightforward(viz., Arab, Beja and
Nubiyin).For SouthernSudan the problemwas muchmore complex.
EventualIy,3 main groups were identified,but their names indicate
some of the problems experiencedin the classification.These were
Central Southerners (mainly Nilotic), Eastern Southerners (mainly
Nilo-Hamitic)and WesternSoutherners(mainlySudanic).This left a
transitionzone betweenthe Northand the Southcomposedof muchof
Darfur, the Nuba Mountains,the IngessanaHiIIs and the Ethiopian
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borderregion.The Nuba were givena classificationof their own. The
peoples of the Ingessana Hills and the Ethiopian border were
subsumed into Central Southerners and the non-Arab peoples of
Darfur together with West Africans were lumped together as
Westerners.There were also 3 other minor categories:Sudanesewho
claimedto belongto No Tribe;Foreignerswith SudaneseStatus some
of whomhad lived in the Sudan for generations;and lastly foreigners
who fulfilled the 6 month residence qualification but were not
Sudanese (Foreignerswith non-SudaneseStatus). The largest group
of foreignersunderboth headswas WestAfricans.
The distributionof the variousmajor tribal groupscan be clearlyseen
from the map (Figure 3). Of the three northern groups the Arab
peoples were widespread over much of the north, with the Beja
dominatingin the Red Sea Hills and the north-eastand the Nubiyinin
the Nile riverain lands towards the Egyptianborder. In the south the
large area occupiedby the variousNilotic peoples stands out clearly.
Close examinationshows that there are distinct areas occupied by
Dinka and Nuer. Towards the southeastern border it is the NiloHamites who dominate and in the southwest it is the turn of the
Sudanics, especially the Zande. However, the future of the Zande
seemed problematic as they were the only significantgroup in the
Sudan where death rates exceeded birth rates. In the transition zone
the areas occupied by the Nuba and the Westerners can be clearly
identified. The 93,000 non-tribalSudanesewere largely confined to
the 'Three Towns'.
The shortcomingsof the classificationsystemcan be demonstratedin
the Southern Fung Census Area, within the north! south transition
zone, astride the Blue Nile and south along the Ethiopian border.
Here, of a populationof 160,000,20,000 were Arabs, 102,000were
returned as Central Southernersnearly all of whomwere describedas
Fung Tribes, and 33,000 as Westerners,nearly all West Africans.The
Fung Tribes included not only Fung but also Barnn, Hameg,
Ingessanaand Uduk. But Barnn was shorthandfor Barnn, Berta, Hill
Barnn, JumJum, Ganza and Koma.
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Furthermore, within the superficially homogeneous Arab group the
census identified 12 major and 185 sub-groups with a wide diversity
of life styles. Some of the sub-groups were very small whilst others
had more than 200,000 members.

The censusrecordedsome 650,000West Africanslivingin the Sudan
(6.5% of the population).They form a fascinatingcase in that their
distributionis quitedifferentfromother Sudaneseethnicgroups.They
were not confinedto any particulararea but were scatteredalong the
oft-referred to savanna grass road of central Sudan stretchingfrom
Geneina eastwardsto Kassala. Many of these folk cameto the Sudan
on the haj to Mecca and were eitheron their way and nevergot there,
or decided after the haj not to return home. Not surprisingly,some
West African villages,most notably in Darfur, claimto have existed
since at least the 18thcentury.Others,rather ironically,arrived in the
Sudan in the early years of the 20th centuryto escapeBritish rule in
northernNigeria. The two best knownsettlementsin this categoryare
Maiurno and Dar Es Salaam on the Blue Nile. Further groups,
particularly from Chad, were largely economic migrants coming to
work in the Gezira and elsewhere.In someparts, particularlyof Blue
Nile Province, they accounted for more than 30% of the population
(Figure4). In parts of centraland easternSudanlargenumbersdid not
consider themselves to be Sudanese even though there were
significant advantages in doing so. Many were theoretically not
intendingto stay in the Sudan.As a result,they were very resistantto
assimilationkeepingthemselvesvery muchapart fromthe indigenous
Sudanese.In Sudan law in 1956 few West Africanshad a legal right
to be classified as Sudanese, but the census enumerators were
instructedto record what nationalitythey claimed.In agricultureand
in performingmanymenial tasks the West Africanswere an essential
element in the Sudan economy. To some extent this picture is
replicated by other folk from Darfur who movedeastwardsin search
of work in the Geziraand the mechanisedcultivationschemesaround
Gedarefwhich werejust beginningto get underway.
Language Spoken at Home:
Language Spoken at Home may be of even greater cultural
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significancethan tribal affiliation.Similarproblemsto those of tribal
classificationarose with the 157 languages identifiedby the census.
The census reports reduced these down to 6 groups (Arabic; Other
Languages of Northern and Central Sudan; Nilotic; Nilo-Hamitic;
Sudanic;and Darfurian)(Figures5 and 6). Certainregionallanguages
stand out as being particularly important in certain areas. In the
northern Sudan besides Arabic, the Beja group dominatedin the Red
Sea Hills and Nubiyin in the far north lands alongthe Nile. In central
Sudan, not surprisingly,the various Darfurian languages dominated
Darfurwith Fur beingthe mostnotable.Elsewherein this centralzone
the Nuba and Berta groups stand out. Similarlyin the south, among
the Nilotic languages it is Dinka and Nuer; with the Nilo-Hamitic,
Bari, Latuka and Teso; and in the Sudanic zone Zande. A further
350,000 folk spoke various West African languages. It should be
further realized that each of these groups are amalgamationsfor
census purposes and masks the diversity.For example, in the Nuba
Mountainsmany of the hills speaklanguagesthat are unintelligibleto
even neighboring hills, but they are all classified as Nuba. This
situation is replicated,to some extent, among all the these language
groupsincludingeven the dialectsof spokenArabic.
Arabic was the chosen language for just over half of Sudan's
population(51%). In most of northernSudanmore than 90% claimed
to speak it at home with the exceptionsbeing in the far north, over
towardsthe Red Sea Hills and in part of the far west (Figure7). In the
north! south transition zone and further south its significancerapidly
declined in favour of other languages.Using the same classification
basis it can be seen that similarrestrictedpatternsemergewith respect
to other importantlanguage groups (Figure 8). Both Beja and Nuba
(each with 0.5 million speakers and accounting each for 5% of
Sudan's population)had restricted areas of dominance.Dinka is the
most widely spoken group apart from Arabic with 1.1 million
speakers (11% of Sudan'spopulation),but even here, though the area
coveredis larger,the languageuse is similarlyrestricted.
As with tribal affiliation, the West African language speakers
represent an exception, being widely spread over central Sudan. In
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III

many areas, apart fromDarfur in the west, more than half of the West
AfricansspokeWestAfrican languagesat home.
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CONCLUSION:
To the undoubted differences based upon responses to climatic
variation must be added differencescreated by tribal affiliationand
language and through these a further variety of living systemsarose
with their own social norms.In someparts the low populationdensity
had further encouraged this proliferation. Added to this, are the
differences of viewpointand aspirationof peoples living in rural as
opposed to urban areas. Many rural folk in 1955 were interested
primarily in a secure food supply for themselves and feed for their
animalsand, in viewof their hard rural lives,in a little less hard work.
Money considerationswere secondary.In contrast,urban folk, by the
very nature of their lives, were interested in money as this was a
necessity for their very existence. There was also a further set of
differences separating urban and rural. Within the urban dwellers
there was an educated elite whose views of the Sudan and their
aspirations for the country might run counter to those of the
uneducated rural population.To this mix must be added the greater
levels of sophisticationin the north and with it the concentrationof
political power, for historical reasons, centred on the confluenceof
the White and Blue Niles. It is easy to see from these facts with
independencethat some areas might be afraid, due to past historical
experiences,of being exploited,neglectedand marginalised.It is also
easy to see how bothDarfur and the southmightbe in the forefrontof
those feelinglike this.
Clearly, Sudan faced an uphill task at independenceif peace and
stability were to be maintainedand a Sudaneseidentitycreated, but
Sudan is not alone. Many other African states have had to cope with
similar environmentaland cultural diversity to a greater or lesser
degree and have found it just as difficult.For example,Nigeria has a
similar wide set of environmentalconditionsand has more than 350
languages spoken within its borders but with no language having a
commanding,overall claim to be accepted as the national language.
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Nigeria has decided upon English as a unifying language. The fact
that at independence Arabic was spoken at home by just 51% of the
Sudan's population seems to have been a further complicating factor.
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BOOK REVIEWS

P.G. Hopkins, (Ed). The Kenana Handbook of Sudan, Kegan
Paul, London, 2007, xx + 878pp. ISBN 0-7103-1160-5, £29.95
[25% off for members of SSSUK]
This volume is a monumental tome consisting of ten sections and
58 chapters covering Sudan's Industries, Agriculture and Exports;
Business and Investment; Natural Resources; Tourism and
Tourists; Pre-history and Archaeology; History - People, Places
and Events; the Peoples of the Sudan and their traditions; Flora and
Fauna; Geography, Geology and Climate; The Coast and the Red
Sea, Major Cities, Towns and Regions; Languages and Literature;
Music, Art and Performance; and Development and the Future
The title of this book comes fTomthe Kenana Sugar Factory which
was established on the banks of the White Nile, 310 kms south of
Khartoum, in the early 1970s. The Company sponsored its writing
and publication in order to provide information on the Sudan for
the widest possible audience.
The illustrations are excellent and numerous. Over 100 colour
photographs form the central section entitled, Images of Sudan.
Earlier images of Sudan's diverse peoples are captured as
engravings, 1860-90. Life under the Anglo-Egyptian
Condominium is illustrated with photographs fTom the Sudan
Archives at the University of Durham. Other images are shown as
posters, such as Sudan Railways, 1937.
Francis Deng in his chapter on Searchingfor the Soul of the Sudan
poses the question, 'In racial, ethnic and cultural terms, what is
Sudan?' He provides a number of answers and some hope for its
future development. Sudanese culture is illustrated and discussed
with chapters on modem art, contours of Sudanese literature and a
selection of excerpts from Tayeb Salih's novel Bandarshah.
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In contrast there are descriptions of Red Sea Coral Reef Diving in
Sudan, and Adventures on the Blue Nile. Two canoeists had
paddled down the Blue Nile from its source in Ethiopia, and in the
best traditions of every African explorer of the past 150 years
stopped to drink tea as a guest in the Blue Nile Sailing Club in
Khartoum. They had another 3,500 kms of paddling before they
reached the sea!
Four chapters are devoted to oil: its discovery and industrial
development; challenges and achievements; petroleum geology;
and exploration and production. The authors emphasise that the
prospects for the future are good and promising. However, little is
said about the environmental consequences of these developments
Other concerns about the environment are reflected in a couple of
chapters. One is on The Enigmatic Sudan - is it a poor house or
the land of milk and honey? This discusses the 'somewhat dismal
present' but suggests that there are prospects for a brighter future
with environmental and forest conservation and more sustained
agricultural production. Another chapter details the environmental
conditions in the Sudan and the 'Policy Responses'.
Many chapters have reference lists and a number of websites are
also referred to. An index would have been useful but space was
obviously at a premium as this would have expanded the book to
over 900 pages. This book is a major achievement and will give a
more detailed flavour of the country to anyone who has a general
interest in the Sudan, and to people who have visited the country it
will rekindle many and varied memories.
David Lindley
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Abdel Ghaffar M. Ahmed and LeifManger (eds) Understanding the
Crisis in Darfur: Listening to Sudanese voices. Bergen: Centre for
Development Studies (BRIe), University of Bergen, 2006. Illpp.
ISBN 82 7453 064 O.€23 plus postage and packing.
FIRST REVIEW
Get funding for a symposium. Make a book out of the papers. It is a
procedure that can flush out valuable research findings and reflections
by those who might not otherwise publish them. But it has its dangers.
The present volume is based on a meeting in 2005 organised by
members of Bergen and Khartoum Universities. The aim was partly to
help re-establish the special links that had existed between them
before the 1989 coup brought to power a regime inimical to academic
freedom of speech. Funding came from the Norwegian government,
an active player in the process leading to the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement for southern parts of Sudan. There were hopes at the time
that the CPA would lead the way to a wider restructuring of politics in
the country and create impetus for resolution of the conflict in Darfur.
It seems rather to have given greater stimulus to the fighting there, but
this was not clear at the time of the meeting.

There is something unsettling about the sub-title Listening to
Sudanese voices.Despite the fact that the voices in questionare those
of senioracademicsfromSudan's top university,they are packagedas
informants who require special interpretation.Perhaps this is fair
enough. Academics who have remainedworking in Sudan might be
suspected of retainingtheir jobs at the cost of political compromise.
One of the first things I looked for in this collectionwas what signs
the authors gave of being constrained.Not much, it seemed at first.
They mostly refer to the Governmentof Sudan in a mildly disdainful
way, using expressionssuch as 'the regime', and acknowledgingthat
it has allied itself with atrocity-committingmilitia. Understandably,
though, they do not cast much light on the internal dynamicsof the
Bashir regime. There is a tendencyto avoid precise identificationof
actors. This can make it difficult for an outsider to understandthe
points an authorwants to make.
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The introductorychapterprovidesthe clearest exampleof this. Abdel
Ghaffar M Ahmed warns against too much use of the idea that
Darfuriansare victimsof 'marginalization' in Sudan,as he believesit
has stirred up discontent, 'particularlywhen the regionaland central
authoritieswere makingdecisiveefforts to deliver socialservicesand
provide securityfor thepopulation' (p.14).It would be good to know
more about these efforts. A clue to their date is given by a footnote
referenceto the Black Book,an anonymoustract expoundingthe evils
of marginalizationwhich was published in 2000. What is not made
explicit is that the Black Book seems to have been written by
supportersof Hassan al-Turabi.It was distributedanonymouslywhen
he was removed by President Bashir from the post of SecretaryGeneralof the rulingparty.This considerationhelps explainAhmed's
assertion, a couple of pages earlier, that the idea of marginalization
has been disseminatedby 'exploitingthe semi-educatedunemployed
young men that the present regime has aggressively spread
throughout the countryside'. An undifferentiatedregime has little
apparent reason to foment discontentagainst itself. But if we picture
al-Turabi as both the architectof the 'educationalrevolution' and its
intended beneficiarythen although the phrase 'present regime' must
be interpreted loosely, the adverb 'aggressively' makes more sense.
Ahmed also refrains from mentioning that one of the main rebel
movementsin Darfur, the Justice and EqualityMovement,is thought
to be led by al-Turabi-sympathisers.I know it is impolite to point
fingers,but it does sometimesmake meaningsclearer.
The three core papersthat fonn the heartof the bookcertainlydeserve
wide dissemination.Musa Adam Abdul-Jalilprovides a very useful
primer on various kinds and patterns of land-holdingarrangements
that have been used in Darfur.This is essentialfor understandingthe
destabilising influence of the 1970 UnregisteredLand Act and the
complex effects of the dramatic growth in human and animal
populations since that time. Mustafa Babiker considers policy
implications of such understandings, arguing against the
territorialisationof pastoralistsand in favourof propertyregimesthat
restore to them non-exclusive property rights and encourage their
economic integration with sedentary fanners. Atta el-Battahani
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presents a typology and periodization schema of the conflicts which
could be a valuable tool for discussing the ways that clan-level
conflicts over resources have overlapped with broader struggles
organised on lines of ethnic ideology, and with the war of rebellion
and counter-rebellion.
The editors' own papers give broader accounts of the dimensions of
the Darfur conflict, though the information and views they provide are
more commonly available. A few further observations of interest may
be gleaned from the record of interventions and recommendations at
the meeting, though it is wearisome to read through the bulleted and
numbered lists. The texts of several peace agreements are appended,
for the purpose (one suspects) of adding bulk to the volume, as they
are available anyway on the internet.

Which brings us back to the question: Why disseminatethis work
only in the form of a physicalbook (for which, if you live in UK, you
will probably have to write to Bergen and end up paying more than
£25)? Given that the projectwas largelyfinancedby publicmoney,its
useful products should be published on the web. It is not as if the
buyer of this book is paying for professional-qualityediting. The
bibliographic referencinghas not been carefully checked, and there
are many small errors and confusinginconsistenciesin the text. The
various papers from the meeting have been put together without
eliminating substantial repetition. The authors of the core papers
deserve the credit that comesfrombook publication,but this material
- which provides an importantcounterpointto the many writingsthat
focus on political responses to genocide in Darfur - is worthy of
strongereditorial supportand developmentthan it seemsto have had
here. I hope these chapters will be used as a take-off point for an
expandedhigher-qualitypublicationon the sociologyof conflict.
Michael Medley
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SECOND REVIEW
This book attempts to examine some of the causes of the fighting
in Darfur and, though this slim but dense volume was published in
2006, very little has changed that would affect its conclusions. The
slaughter, as we know only too well, continues. Essentially, only
the toll of dead and displaced needs updating. However, those
hoping to have accounts from the people of Darfur of what is
happening to them will be disappointed. The Sudanese Voices of
the title are those of Sudanese academics, notably Atta EIBattahani, Musa Adam Abdul-Jalil and Mustafa Babiker, plus
Professor Abdel Ghaffar Mohamed Ahmed himself.
This Sudanese focus is especially welcome at a time when it is
hard for Sudanese to make their voices heard. Yet the writers seem
strangely shy of mentioning the politics that penneate the
catastrophe of Darfur. They concentrate almost entirely on the
economic and social dimensions of the conflict. They do not
explain or even acknowledge their lack of political emphasis.
There is a great deal on, and description of, land tenure problems,
inter-tribal relations and resource pressures. All these factors are
very important, as anyone who has lived in or studied Darfur will
know. In this context, the authors rightly draw attention to the
crippling drought and famine of the early 1980s, when hundreds of
thousands of people are believed to have died. They also
emphasise the abolition of the Condominium's 'Native
Administration' system of local government, a move which helped
to fuel competition for power among ethnic groups and their
leaders. Yet it would be hard for someone coming to the concept
for the first time to understand either what
'Native
Administration' was or when it began to be systematically
weakened (firstly by Jaafar Nimeiri in the 1970s).
For a book which is often dense with academic tenns, there is a
surprising lack of detail on dates, places and people. In other
words, it is hard to find the Darfur of to-day, or the recent history
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of what is happening there. The reader will search in vain for a
meaningful description of events on the ground: a sense of who is
fighting who and why is missing, though there are clues. Abdel
Ghaffar, who teaches at both Khartoum and Bergen Universities,
makes reference to competing local land ideologies. 'This
confrontation [between indigenous farmers and incoming
pastoralists) led to the polarization of ethnic groups on the basis of
a "dominant homeland ideology" and an "open land ideology"
that assumes that land is God's gift to those who can use it' (pI6).
We want to know more! Moreover, even in a short (but often
repetitive) book, there is space. He also raises useful questions (pp
16-17) about the Zaghawa people and their shift ITom seminomadism to settlement, with an obvious impact on existing smallholders. Given that the richest, though by no means the most
powerful rebel group, the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) is
mainly Zaghawa and largely Islamist, the reader might feel that an
examination of relations among the insurgents is needed.
Rebels do not feature very strongly in this tome and neither does
the government. Dr Atta does refer to the regime's 'responsibility
for the atrocities committed by the Janjaweed militias that it
continues to supply' (p40). He also notes Khartoum's strategic
goals. 'Khartoum-ruling Islamists [sic)are using Arab militia to (i)
defeat Daifur rebel movements suspected of receiving support
from opposition groups: SPLMlA [Sudan People's Liberation
Movement/Army), NDA [National Democratic Alliance) and
Turabi Islamists and (ii) stall the peace process with the SPLMlA
since a hawkish faction in the Government of Sudan believes that
they have made too many concessions to the Southern rebels and
(iii) rally Arab and Muslim support all around the world on [sic)
the belief that Arabs in the Sudan are at risk of being exterminated
by the Africans ' (p 40). Although the book notes that the root
causes of the conflict are lack of development and lack of
democracy Atta's comments are the only hints at a political
analysis of what is inescapably a political crisis.
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Nevertheless, the authors assume that the government's aim is
counter-insurgency (Le. a bid to quash a rebellion. Atta does
indeed refer to the Tajamaa AI-Arabi (Arab Gathering or Alliance),
an 'Arab' supremacist group which grew up in the 1980s with
government support, and which after the NIF (National Islamic
Front now rebranded as NC (National Congress» coup of 30 June
1989 received increased financial and training support with the
arming of militias. The Darfur rebel groups in fact were fonned as
a re-action against government policy in Darfur. The Khartoum
Government has pursued a systematic campaign to change the
demography of areas perceived as 'non-Arab' and often, though
not in the case of Darfur and much of the Nuba Mountains, as
'non-Muslim'. The regime's role in the slaughter of more than
200,000 of its citizens is well documented. To ignore what has
been described as the 'first genocide of the 21st Century' would
seem to omit a most important dimension of the crisis. This is not
to deny the importance of the economic, social and political
stresses and strains produced by, for example, competition for
water or fertile land. These are certainly the aspects which
Khartoum highlights alongwith tribalism and sheer rebellion.
Khartoum's emphasis on these along with problems of
underdevelopment is an attempt to steer foreign attention away
from its own programme of ethnic cleansing. To discuss
sociological and economic factors in isolation from the political
heart of the matter seems to me a bit like studying the collapse of
the Gennan economy in the 1930s without looking at the rise of
the Nazi party.
Gill Lusk
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SSSUK NOTICES

SUDAN STUDIES SOCIETY OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM

21stAnnual General Meeting and Symposium
DATE AND PLACE:
This will be held on Saturday, 8thSeptember 2007 in the
Khalili Lecture Theatre, SOAS, University of London,
Thomhaugh Strrreet, Russell Square, London, WC 1 OXG
TIME:
From 09.45am to 16.50.
PROVISIONAL

PROGRAMME

Session 1

Oil and China, organized by Dan Large
Annual General Meeting
Lunch

Session 2

Merowe Dam, speakers to be confirmed
Coffee/tea

[Continued on next page]
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Session 3

Update on the political situation
Culture: Sudanese Art, details to be

confirmed

[It is planned to send out a 'flyer' with final details together
with this posting]
Please consult Andrew Wheeler's discussion document on
The Future of SSSUK which follows this General Notice.

This is followed by the Minutes and accounts for the
previous year presented and passed at the SSSUK AGM on
24 September 2006
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THE FUTURE OF THE SSSUK
Andrew Wheeler
Your Committee has been reviewing its activities, and though we
believe that we do a reasonable job at present, we are aware of
weaknesses. We are therefore anxious to hear trom members as to
how you view the Society. Please let us have your views on the
future character, purpose and membership of your Society. You
can send these to the Editor of Sudan Studies (See inside back
cover); or better still, come to the next Symposium and AGM to
be held in SOAS on 8 September 2007 and take part in the
proposed discussion.
How far do you agree with this short Statement of our
Strengths and Weaknesses?
STRENGTHS:
. We like our Society, and are generally comfortable with its

.
.
.

.

broad character and purpose

It facilitates keeping in touch with people interested in Sudan
Whilst we have academic interests, we wish to be a society
with a broad appeal, emphasizing triendship based upon a
serious desire to understand and know Sudan better.
Sudan Studies produces

useful and interesting

articles and not

just of academic interest, and is a part of the Society's core
purpose, "creation and dissemination of knowledge about
Sudan" .
We have managed to remain open and concerned about
political and military developments without being partisan
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WEAKNESSES AND QUESTIONS:
· Reliance on the drive and enthusiasm of rather a few people.
· Do we give something back to Sudan?
· Have we woken up to the possibilities offered by IT?
· Is the Society's name an obstacle to attracting a wider circle
of membership? Does it sound too 'academic' and so not
attractive to NGOs, and those in the business and aid
communities?
· The membership is rather small compared with the number of
people who have gained Sudan experience and knowledge
over the past 20 years.
· Should we join with other societies of similar interest to
achieve a 'critical mass'? If so, Which?
· Could there be a better balance between British and members
from the different parts of the Sudan?
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Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom
Minutes of the 19thAnnual General Meeting*
Khalili Lecture Theatre, SOAS, University of London
24thSeptember 2005
Dr Anisa Dani called the meeting to order at 12:13 and welcomed members to the 19thAnnual
General Meeting of the Sudan Studies Society of the United Kingdom.
1. Apologies
Apologies were received from: Dr John Alexander, Deirdre Campbell, Dr W. T. W. Morgan,
Prof Frank Rhodes, Mr Ian G. Simpson and Prof Peter Woodward.

2. Minutes of the 18thAGM of 25th September 2004:
The minuteswere approvedas an accuraterecordof the 18thAGMof 25thSeptember2004.

3. Matters arising from the 18thAGM of25 September 2004:
3.1. Future AGM and Symposium: Costs and Options:
The Hon. Secretary requested that the discussion be combined with agenda item 6.
3.2. SSSUK Subscription Policy:
The Secretary, Dr Zaki EI Hassan, updated Members about the operation ofthe
subscriptions policy as approved at the 18thAGM of 25thSept 2004 (Item 9). The
arrangement proved to be satisfactory and several members either paid their subscription
arrears or rejoined the Society.
3.3. SSSUK Patron(s)
The Committee reported that after consideration of the proposal, it was felt that there
would be no need at the moment but the topic might be revisited at a future date.

4. Chairperson's Report
SSSUK Chairperson Dr Anisa Danis said she was sorry to have to inform the meeting of the
passing away of Prof Richard Gray and ProfK M Barbour (the AGM was followed by a brief
session in memory of Prof Gray).
Dr Dani thanked the members for the support for the Committee and the Society.
She also reported that the committee had held its two statutary meetings.

5. Secretary's Report
The SSSUK Secretary informed the AGM that the main tasks during the previous year had been
the consolidation of the membership and the preparation for the 7thInternational Sudan Studies
Conference. He also provided a short report on membership to the meeting.
6. Treasurer's Report
The Hon. Treasurer, Dr David Lindley, said that the main purpose of his report was to present
the Accounts for 2004 (signed copies of the edited Accounts were distributed to members and
also published in Sudan Studies Number 33).
He also reported that the Accounts for 2002 and 2003 had finally been audited and signed in
November 2004 and published in Sudan Studies Number 32 in December 2004.
He reported that the balance at 31 Dec-04 was £5,580.31, producing a deficit for the year of
£397.30. The membership dues of £1,485 were the highest figure for the past 4 years.
Current balances on 31 August 2005 are:
Reserve Account
£4,593.79
Current Account
£1,456.52
Total
£6,050.31
* Minutes of the 19thAGM of SSSUK - Adoption as correct recod by SSSUK 20thAGM
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Dr Lindley hoped to receive about £600 through the Gift Aid Scheme for tax exemption
claiming back tax paid on charitable donations and he thanked all members who had completed
a Gift Aid form.
A very major difference arose in 2004 over the costs of this AGM/Symposium as the costs had
doubled since 2003 due to the payment of nearly £800 for the room hire, and provision of hot
water.
The Hon. Treasurer Dr David Lindley briefed the members about the mounting costs of the
annual AGM and Symposium and explained the reasons behind the increase in the registration
fees.
He also said that one of the aims of SSSUK was to provide a modest amount of support for
postgraduate students presenting papers at the tri-annual International Sudan Studies
Conferences but with the greatly increased costs of the Symposium, this might be difficult.
Solutions needed to be found and it may be necessary to return to the early days when there
were no in house lunch facilities and people needed to go out to eat. Other options needed to be
explored.
A discussion followed the report and several members made suggestions.
Ms Charlotte Martin suggested the use of the Kensington Library Lecture Hall and it was
agreed that the Committee would investigate the matter.
Mr Ahmed Sidahmed suggested the Committee should think outside the box to find ways to
improve finances.
Dr Nada Ali enquired about the policy on applying for grants from donors.
The Accounts were approved by the AGM. The motion was proposed by Dr Douglas Johnson
and seconded by Mrs Jane Hogan.

7. Editor's Report
Sudan Studies Editor Dr Justin Willis reported on the activities for the year. He informed the
AGM that the main obstacle to producing the publication regularly remained the lack of
material. He again appealed to members to contribute to the publication and welcomed
comments and suggestions.

8. Elections to the Committee
Dr Zaki EI Hassan was elected for a 2ndterm as Hon. Secretary.
Dr Derek Welsby was elected as an Ordinary Member.
9. 7th International
Sudan Studies Conference:
The Secretary briefed the AGM on the contribution of SSSUK to the conference preparatory
work and stated the following:
SSSUK was represented on both conference committees.
SSSUK hosted the conference website
SSSUK would provide registration services for members and other participants from the UK
and the rest of Europe.
Registration form would be available on SSSUK website www.sssuk.org
SSSUK would provide modest grants to enable postgraduate students from the UK and Ireland
to present papers at the conference.

10. A. O. B.
The Secretaryinformedthe meetingthat the date for the next AGMwillbe earlier in September
to avoid a clash withRamadan
The19th AGM was brought to close at 12:46pm.

. Minutes

of the 19thAGM ofSSSUK - Adoption as correct recod by SSSUK 20th AGM
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SUDAN STUDIES SOCIETY OF THE UK
2005
INCOME
Membership dues 2005

1363.93

2004
1372.06

Back Membership dues

n.a

26.00

Future Membership dues

n.a

87.17

Sale of Publications & CDs
Interest on Bank accounts
Donations

EXPENDITURE
Printing

Secretarial expenses
Sundry charges

320.01
5.00

57.00

59.40
48.00

666.25

2004 AGMlSymposium

1,593.00

2005 AGMlSymposium
Support International conference
Surplus/deficit for year

3,254.80

2,424.03

876.62

..........

D. K Lindley
Hon. Treasurer

31/08

-397.30

1,742.99
,
3,254.80

/Jk.~~
___

2006

287.50
375.00

Assets
Bank balance on 1 Jan 05
Bank balance on 31-Dec-Q5

I have examined the accounting records kept in
relation to the above period and certify that this
income, expenditure and assets statement is in accordance

M\. .~.~~.:

418.99

Repayment of fees ete

125.00

~

133.42

72.49
20.00

7th International Conf. fees

~it~.
...~...
F.CQA :.
E. J.~~e.~
M. Inglis.,

159.20

78.71
942.00

Committee Travel

712.19

0.00

2004

180.06

2005 AGMlSymposium

ck

2005

32.97

2004 AGMlSymposium

0.;..

Accounts 1 January -31 December 2005

5580.31
7323.30

2,424.03

5977.61
5580.31
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